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Effective, Efficient, & Lasting Mission Projects 
 
Chainbreakers: Group 7 
Dorcas Colvard, Jimmy Jones, Rodney Mathis,  
Butch Quick, Johnnie Simmons, Nancee Tomlinson, and Bess Walthour 
 

Group 7: Chainbreakers addressed the question: the church is called to minister to the 
needs of the community around it. However, churches often start new mission projects with 
good intentions, only to see the project quickly fail. How can churches effectively ensure that 
new mission projects are effective, efficient and lasting? 
 

Chainbreakers relied on life and work experience as well as the supplemental materials 
identified. The project breaks down into three overall parts to a mission project planning, 
implementation, and review. The approach addresses a generic mission project. The strategy 
should work for a range of projects from sustained local mission to one-time foreign mission 
and anything in between. 

 
A successful project requires a substantial investment of time and energy in the planning 

phase. Begin by clarifying the vision through identifying the end desired1, bear in mind the 
church’s vision, consider the how and the why of the mission2, and identify whether there is a 
need.3 Next, develop a plan for the mission itself by identifying sources of information and 
ideas, what logistical challenges will the mission plan face, funding needs, how to meet those 
needs, trouble shoot foreseeable stumbling blocks with contingent solutions, create a timeline 
including a checklist to memorialize objectives for the mission plan. A mission needs a team: 
call to the church and community through proclamation and invitation4. Identify those with the 
spiritual gifts that could support the mission,5 establish relationships, and unite the mission 
team. Watch as the group develops spiritually and transforms.6 

 
Plan implementation means getting started. The group must move past the hope of 

perfection and fear of the unknown.7 Start the project and maintain clear communication with 
the team. Remember the unexpected will appear, let the plan change if the objective remains 
in sight, and keep the project moving forward.8 As the mission plan continues, keep the project 
objectives in sight9, follow the plan, use the timeline/checklist to monitor the goals, measure 
achievement, and stay positive and ask questions.10 
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 Finally, the project or the initial term of the project concludes. Remember to 
reintroduce the project to the church, provide a detailed overview of the project. Celebrate the 
funding sources, accomplished tasks, and continue the excitement in the church. Within the 
mission team and/or the church council, review the checklist/timeline, maintain the files and 
information for future review, test and analyze the results of the project. After review, 
determine what lessons have been learned. 
 
 Innovation requires a level of excitement and energy but remember sustaining that 
energy will require faith in the project and a willingness to take a chance at failing. Faith is the 
assurance of things hoped for and the conviction of things not seen.11 Time invested in 
planning: creating the idea, developing the plan, and forming a timeline will make the 
implementation of the plan and achievement of clear goals a reality. Acting on the plan and 
reviewing the process at the end will inform the church’s next steps and future mission 
projects. 
 

                                                      
11 Heb. 11:1 


